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Qu'est-ce que le surrealisme?

—C'est Vapparition d'Yves Tanguy, coiffe du

paradisier grand emeraude.

Andre Breton



Ce monsieur ne sait pas cc qu'il fait: il est un ange.

Arthur Rimbaud, Une Saison en Enfer

77 s'agit dc connaitre les amours et les repulsions

naturelles des choses, puis de les mettre en jcu . .

.

On pourrait done modifier ec qui para.it etre I'ordre immuablc?

Gustave Flaubert, La Tentation de Saint Antoine

Man Ray
Yves Tan guy. i 936

Courtesy Centre Georges Pompidou.

Musee National d'Art Moderne. Paris

There is a portrait that has given me pleasure for many

years. At first sight one is face to face with a clown,

attractive, innocent and impertinent. His eyes sparkle

with devilish cunning, his mouth is closed and yet smiles

like a clam, an ear sticks out from his cheek like the

wing of a small bird, while from the top of the dome of

his head a tuft of hair rises like a smoke signal. It is a

photograph of Yves Tanguy taken in 1936 by Man Ray.

who had an eye ready to detect in his unpredictable and

impetuous friend a deep-seated ability to perceive and

represent a vision of reality in his painting while ap-

pearing superficially to be no more than an inspired

simpleton. Wondering how this phenomenon had come

about and how such talent could blossom with such

apparent ease it occurred to me that there could be a

parallel between the secret process that linked conscious

activity with the subconscious so successfully in Tanguy

and a fabulous machine described by Raymond Roussel

in "Locus Solus." This incredible contrivance "La

Demoiselle: un appareil capable dc creer une oeuvre

csthetique due aux seuls efforts combine du soleil et du

vent" lay at rest at Locus Solus, the estate of Professor

Canterel, its inventor, until summoned by forces over

which it had no authority but which were recorded in

its mechanism. They caused it to rise into the air and

become active in the inspired task of creating a vast

mosaic composed entirely of human teeth. La Demoiselle

alone had the insight to locate, extract and place in the

right position the tooth of the exact color and shape

needed to complete the great composition. The Professor

was particularly proud of his invention because it func-

tioned exclusively on unpredictable impulses received

from the elements "a Vexclusion dc toute volonte

artistiquc et premeditantc."

Not only does this fabulous machine have a certain gra-

tuitous resemblance to the genius of Tanguy but with the

encouragement of his Surrealist friends the extravagant

fables of Roussel became his livrcs de chevet in company



with an erratic personal choice ranging from cheap thrill-

ers to Les Chants de Maldoror. Lautreamont, Jarry and

Rimbaud were included in his enthusiasm for his con-

temporaries, the Dada and Surrealist poets.

Another view giving insight into the tempestuous voyage

of the soul of Tanguy is to be found in the "Alchimie du

verbe" of Rimbaud. An affinity exists between la couleur

des voyelles and the cryptic visual language of Tanguy

for which no lexicon will ever exist, a language in which

the syllables are the quintessence of form and color in

relation to the eternal behavior of the elements. He could

endorse Rimbaud's declaration:

Ce jut d'abord une etude. J'ecrivais des silences, des

nuits, je notais Vinexprimable. Je fixais des vestiges.

Yves Tanguy was by birth a child of the elements in

somewhat contradictory ways. His father being a retired

Capitaine au longcours lived at the Ministere de la

Marine in the Place de La Concorde. On the fifth of

January 1900 Yves was born there in the heart of Paris

but officialdom was as foreign to him as are paved streets

to the wild shores of Brittany, his ancestral home. After

the early death of his father his youth was spent among

the hallucinating wonder of tides, winds, clouds, sand

and rocks on the Atlantic coast. The weather-beaten

granite of prehistoric standing stones and menhirs, linked

mysteriously to < osmic movement impressed him. He felt

in his blood a love for the rustic strength of the masonry

of Lo< ronan and the legends surrounding the submerged

city of Ys. Andre Breton, a passionate admirer of Tanguy

for many years, inspired by the same myth wrote: "Un
nun in dt I)<ni<nnencz,ne pouvant apres la peche degager

sun am i< plonget , et la trouve engagee dans les barrcaux

d'uni ft nftn de la ville d'Ys. Dans cette ville < ngloutie,

appelee par la It gt nde a renaitre, tous les magasins sunt

restes illumines, les marchands de drap continuent a

vendre le meme piece d'etoffe aux memes achctcurs.—
Yves derriere la grille de ses ycux blcus."*

During his military service Yves at once distinguished

himself among his comrades by his eccentric habits. He

astonished them at table by devouring his own socks or

with even more relish spiders spread on a slice of bread,

a habit he continued to enjoy throughout life even when

no longer pursued by hunger. Apart from its rare taste,

preferably when soaked in wine, the spider, aerial, elu-

sive, frightening and sometimes vicious, won Tanguy's

admiration in itself and also for the geometric perfection

of its web. Beginning as gossamer it becomes an amazing

feat of engineering and finishes as a cobweb valuable

even in medicine. But another notable and alarming

eccentricity happened when Tanguy occasionally found

it necessary, usually after heavy drinking, to prove to

himself the superiority of his own Breton skull by charg-

ing full tilt at a wall or bashing his cranium against the

head of a friend. Years later I was present once, when

having sold some paintings in London, more playfully he

rolled the pound notes into little balls and threw them

with precision at other customers in a restaurant.

The importance in life of random encounters as an irra-

tional occurrence aroused wonder and curiosity among

the Surrealists and throughout the life of Tanguy not

only did chance, le hasard objectif, play an important

role but he managed often to turn it to his advantage. At

school in Paris an important lifelong friendship began by

chance with Pierre, the son of Henri Matisse, while, at

the start of his military service in the infantry at Lune-

ville, he found he was sharing the same sleeping quarters

with another unhappy conscript equally rebellious to

military discipline. 7 nis by good luck was the poet

Jacques Prevert, a hazard that brought about a com-

panionship which was to be for both a dominating factor

in their mutual development and their taste for rebellion

which flourished freely when they both accepted the in-

*Andre Breton, Yves Tanguy, New York, 1946, p. 45.



vitation of Marcel Duhamel to share a dilapidated pavil-

ion he had rented in Montparnasse, 54 rue du Chateau.

The story of how this address became renowned as the

incubator of revolutionary ideas, the rendezvous for

Surrealists and a menace to the neighborhood for half a

decade is well told by friends and art historians. Accord-

ing to Patrick Waldberg, "la devise aurait pu etre:

Desire, Poesie, et Jeu."* In an atmosphere of sustained

enthusiasm poets, painters and film makers were intent

on following the exhortations of Rimbaud for le dere-

glement total des sens and a determination to changer

la vie socially as well as in spirit.

But even with a tornado of wit and clamor about him

Tanguy found the seclusion he needed for silent concen-

tration on his painting. It is evident from the records of

the long animated discussions reported in La Revolution

Surrealiste that Tanguy's contributions, among the volu-

ble expression of some fifteen participants, were short

and rare even when the subject, such as Rechcrches sur

la Sexualite, was obviously of interest to him.

However in spite of his silences, from 1926 the review

contained many reproductions of his drawings and paint-

ings which are conspicuous because of the unique style

that he had already developed.

It was again le hasard objectif that convinced Tanguy

that above all things he must persist in his painting. The

well known story that he leapt off a bus in la rue la

Boetie magnetized by the sight of a painting by Giorgio

de Chirico in the window of the Galerie Paul Guillaume

is a proof that his impulsive actions allowed him to profit

from the unpredictable strokes of chance. This painting,

unknown to Tanguy, was on loan from the fascinating

collection of Surrealist pictures and objects that Breton

had gathered together in his apartment in la rue Fon-

taine. It was The Child's Brain, unique in the work of de

Chirico. The imposing naked torso of a man appears in a

narrow space surrounded by high walls. He bends for-

ward with closed eyes over a closed book making the im-

plication that it can be only with the inner eye of the

imagination that we see effectively. This is certainly in

tune with Surrealist ideas but it is paradoxical that the

future master of the vastness of space should have been

overwhelmed by a painting characterized by its claus-

trophobic atmosphere.

Tanguy still possessed the eye of a child having had the

good fortune to escape a disastrous academic training in

the arts and this crucial encounter with a type of painting

formerly unknown to him was followed by a jubilant ac-

tivity which began with the destruction of many early

works and continued through months of naive delight

that produced paintings of strange encounters between

objects and persons with great diversity in size, sex and

role. They portrayed a world of shocks, violent surprises

and bizarre incongruous images inspired by popular

street entertainments or horror films with a deliberate

disregard for conventional style or composition. Among
these were colorful paintings such as At the Fair, 1926,

and Fantomas, 1925-26, in which he varied the effects of

brushwork with collage.

The newly discovered liberty gave rise to rapid develop-

ments. Descriptions of imaginary scenes became in-

creasingly onirique and a personal style began con-

vincingly to emerge. The Girl with Red Hair, 1926, and

The Lighthouse , 1926, are situated in landscapes which

have moved far from the streets of Paris which had be-

fore been the theme of The Bridge, 1925, and Rue dc la

Sante, 1925.

In The Girl with Red Hair we still find buildings and

even biscuits reminiscent of the imagery of de Chirico

but in The Lighthouse we have moved to the open spaces

of Brittany and the human form appears to be fading

into the sand. If we wish to look for influences behind

these successive changes clearly it was the contact with

Surrealism and the close friendship that had sprung up

See Patrick Waldberg, Yves Tanguy, Brussels. 1977
Andre Thirion, Revolutionnaires sans revolution,

Paris. 1972; Marcel Jean, Histoire de la peinture

surrealiste, Paris, 1959.



g. The Girl with Red Hair (La Fille aux cheveux rouges). 1926

Collection Pierre Matisse

Photo by Eric Pollitzer, New York
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between Tanguy and Breton, together with the presence

of other poets, that was largely responsible. Robert

Desnos. Louis Aragon, Paul Eluard, Michel Leiris, Ben-

jamin Peret. Rene Crevel and Antonin Artaud all be-

came involved in the life that Tanguy and his friends

Jacques Prevert and Marcel Duhamel had quickened in

la rue du Chateau.

But Yves had by no means forgotten the inspiration that

he had received in his youth both from the tempests and

the serene horizons of Brittany. Frequent visits to the

coast kept alive in him his preoccupation with the ele-

ments and stored in him a desire to use elemental forms

as the syllables of a new language.

It was his relinquishment of the easier charms of les

Boulevards that Eluard had in mind in his poem '"Yves

Tanguy" of 1932

:

And the handmaidens try in vain to numb me

Et les fillcs des mains ont beau pour m'endormir

Arching their bodies and unfolding the anemones of

their breasts

Cambrer leur taille ouvrir les anemones de leurs

seins

I take nothing from these nets of flesh and tremors

Je ne prends Hen dans ces filets de chair et de

frissons

From the ends of the earth to the twilight of today

Du bout du monde au crepuscule d'au'jourd'hui

Nothing can withstand my desolate images

Rien ne resiste a mcs images desolees*

There are several transitional paintings of 1926-27,

/ Came as I Had Promised, Adieu, Ring of Invisibility,

She Dreams (She Sleeps), Genesis, and others with un-

known titles in which the human presence appears, frag-

mented or absorbed into a landscape preeminently

atmospheric. The forms that accompany them appear to

be mineral, vegetable, volatile or liquid but they escape

*Paul Eluard. La Vie immediate: Oeuvres completes,

Paris, p. 384; translation by Kay Sage in Yves
Tanguy: Un recueil de ses oeuvres/A Summary of

His Work, New York. 1 963. p. 1 3.

any precise classification although they are in general

biomorphic and situated in a newly-invented style of

trompe Vocil perspective.

Tanguy at this stage discovered the importance of repe-

tition not only in the waves he had seen approaching the

shore and horizontal lines made across the sand by the

tide as it retreats.

We see this in She Dreams (She Sleeps), 1926-27. and

more precisely in Untitled (Landscape with Red Cloud .

1928. where white forms similar in shape retreat towards

the horizon. Repetition is used to establish continuitv like

leaves growing along a branch or as the rhythmic beating

of the heart.

In The Storm (Black Landscape ), 1926. however

Tanguy has produced an angry explosion which shatters

the normal frontiers conventionally set between the ele-

ments. There are flames on the bed of the ocean where

dark blades of seaweed join the conflagration happening

above them and lightning obliterates the habitual calm

of the horizon. There is no longer a boundary between the

heavens, peopled momentarily by fireworks, and the

earth. From each side of the painting there rises a phallic

presence. To the left is a tall and vaporous phallic

shape, while opposite to it floats as its companion, a

sharply pointed red cone. Here is an early example of a

drama produced by Tanguy in a language which will

become more precise and yet more cryptic as his elo-

quence gains strength.

I cannot attempt to describe in detail the path by which

Tanguy followed with great sensibility and insight in the

creation of a visual language which appears majestically

in mature paintings such as Mama. Papa Is Wounded!,

1927. and A Large Painting Which is a Landscape, 1927.

In both cases a great space opens up before us inhabited

by forms which in spite of their dissimilarity have each

their organic life and in consequence each one has a per-

sonality and a purpose. In the former painting a precise



geometric diagram is traced with lines as fine as the

thread of a spider and dark shadows are cast on the

ground so as to prove that the objects are either firmly

anchored or flying well above the earth and thus demon-

strating a disregard for gravity like travellers in outer

space.

The titles given to these paintings are in many cases

baffling. According to Surrealist practice they were in-

vented after the picture was finished and in general it

was not intended that they should explain its content.

More often they form a poetic hiatus between picture

and title as in the case of Mama, Papa Is Wounded!,

which was a phrase found by Breton and Tanguy in a

book of psychiatric case-histories.

Fascinated by the treacherous resemblance between

reality and illusion, and conscious of a poetic desire to

bring in question the irrational and the absurd, Tanguy

made drawings with a firm delicate line which were pub-

lished in Le Surrealisme au Service de la Revolution.

They were his witty versions of the whole human figure

or of hands with phallic fingers. These were a prelude to

objects or soft sculptures he made in wood, cardboard,

padded velvet, or any substance that he wished to trans-

form. The object From the Other Side of the Bridge,

1936, was produced at the height of Surrealist enthusi-

asm for la vie de I'objet. Many variations were used as a

means of stressing the essential cohabitation between the

arts and life, between banal objects and hallucinations.

This approach was also encouraged by Surrealist games

such as le cadavre exquis where words and images

brought together at random created stimulating associa-

tions by surprise. They were a source of fantastic com-

binations of images made by Yves and his friends.

The ( onvincing precision of the three-dimensional

trompe I'oeil in Tanguy's painting made the transforma-

tion of his invented forms into sculpture redundant but

in ( ompensation we can enjoy his objects and there are in

addition several opaque bas-reliefs produced during his

last years that concentrate on texture and biomorphic

shapes.

Relying on his native sensibility to guide him Tanguy

chose a muted palette composed chiefly of earth colors,

pale blues and greys with sharply defined accents of red,

yellow or occasionally the whole picture is dominated

by an angry red glow. Throughout he made a highly sig-

nificant use of cast shadows. They often follow biomor-

phic shapes like faithful hounds and are usually jet black.

Sometimes they appear to be detached and almost solid

and unlike the atmospheric shadows of the Impres-

sionists each one has its own personality.

But it is the convincing sense of great open spaces that

exists in his work that gave Tanguy a unique place among

painters and influenced Dali to treat his trompe I'oeil

landscapes in a similar way, although with Tanguy the

atmospheric depths are more variable, more subtle and

more profound. The horizon can appear as a hard dividing

line or it can melt away altogether. In Old Horizon,

1928, the horizon having vanished we walk on the floor

of the ocean whereas in Outside, 1929, it is the vastness

of the sky which absorbs our gaze presenting to us enig-

matic cloud formations that mingle with inhabitants on

the earth. Or again in The Satin Pillow, 1929, mysteri-

ous beings float across the scene like phantoms in an

unfathomable light.

After a short visit to Tunis in 1930 Tanguy made an at-

tempt to compose his subject on his canvas with pre-

liminary drawing, a system which he rapidly abandoned

finding it to be a limitation to the freedom of his imagi-

nation. In this short time however, this method did

produce a few admirable paintings. In Neither Legends

nor Figures, 1930, The Armoirc of Proteus, 1931, and

Tower of the West, 193 1, the vapors of skies have hard-

ened into a tellurian architecture drawn up on the shore

like a drowned city emerging from the sea.



50. The Ribboii of Extremes (Le Ruban des exces) . 1 932

Private Collection. London

Photo courtesy Musee National cTArt Moderne.

Centre Georges Pompidou. Paris



6 J. Lingering Day (Jour de lenteur) . 1937

Collection Musee National d'Art Moderne.

Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris

Photo courtesy Musee National d'Art Moderne.

Centre Georges Pompidou. Paris
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In some delightful paintings of the 1930s the inhabitants of

Tanguy's endless horizons gather together to dance and

leap a thousand feet into the air or emerging from a bank

of mist they form up in an extravagant procession, as in

The Ribbon of Extremes, 1932, or again they stretch out

over an endless plain in / am Waiting for You, 1934. The

revellers tease and jostle each other, let off squibs into

the air, fly elegant pennants, trail richly colored robes,

carry festive spreads of unknown delicacies, embrace or

tilt at each other. They parade past immovable sentinels

with ceremonial procedure. The dominating elephantine

dignitaries, no more than a thumbnail in size, are accom-

panied by minute parasitic followers in a manner that

recalls the enigmatic processions in the paintings of

Hieronymous Bosch.

Tanguy has told us that Bosch was among the painters

he most admired and they have in common the creation

of their own personal and cryptic language. The lan-

guage used by Bosch depended for its origins on the

knowledge of medieval symbols which he greatly ex-

tended and increased in their scope. He was a rebel and

having rejected the Christian myth he created a myth

vital to his own age and still profoundly moving to us. His

achievement was influenced by the beliefs of a sect of

visionaries who had a symbolism of their own, the Rosi-

crucian dissenters, a situation which can be compared in

some ways to Tanguy's attachment to the Surrealists.

The imagery of Bosch is couched in a language of sym-

bols which has in common with the visions of Tanguy a

combination of lucidity and enigma for which we have

not yet discovered the final interpretation and perhaps

may never do so. But even so we can still enjoy to the

hilt the visual pleasure given to us by both artists. The
language of Tanguy is more fluid and is independent of

the symbolic references in the imagery of Bosch, drawn

from scenes of daily life and transformed into legend.

The surreal world of Tanguy is composed from ele-

mental forms and sensations which present a primeval

and yet more contemporary version of reality, the myth

of our time.

There is also a similarity between these two painters in

their enjoyment of large crowds and their insistence on

meticulous accuracy in detail. Tanguy had the ability to

realize his visions with convincing precision in spite of his

alcoholic habits. I remember a night spent with him at

the Bal Tabarin. Satiated with good wine and the envi-

able delight of watching an aerial ballet of half-naked

girls flying over our heads with a mysterious disregard for

gravitation, I left him at dawn only to be invited to lunch

with him and his wife Jeannette the same day. When I met

him at the entrance to his studio in Montpamasse he pre-

sented me with a small but exquisite gouache saying.

"J'ai fait ceci pour toi ce matin pour prouver que la main

ne tremble jamais."

The outbreak of war in 1939 brought about a crucial

change in Tanguy's way of living but affected less his

painting; in fact he stated in 1946 that

:

Depuis que je suis aux Etats-Unis, le seul changement

que je puisse apercevoir dans ma peinture est

peut-etre celui de ma palette. Pourquoi cette

intensification de la couleur? Je ne sais. Mais je

reconnais qu'il y a euun grand changement. Cela

provient peut-etre de la lumiere. J'ai aussi le

sentiment d'un espace plus large, lei, je dispose de

plus de place. C'est bien pour cela que je suis

venu*

However having married for a second time with Kay

Sage, an American painter of great charm and talent

whom he had known in Paris, he found that materially

his life had changed considerably. Surrounded by Ameri-

*Interview with James Johnson Sweeney. The
Museum of Modern Art Bulletin, vol. 13. no. 4-5.

New York, 1 946



97. My Life, White and Black (Ma vie blanche et noire), i 944
Private Collection. New York

Photo courtesy Musee National d'Art Moderne.

Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris
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can friends who appreciated greatly his work and several

of his Surrealist compatriots including Breton, he settled

down to paint as before with energy and contemplation,

at last without financial worries.

He lived in comfort with Kay in the relative calm of the

Connecticut countryside until he died in 1955, but he

never relaxed the fervor with which he had always

worked and the same precision and clarity guided his

work and his imagination. His palette changed in the

sense that the earth colors began to give place to more

strident reds and blues and the sea mists cleared in the

intense sparkling light of New England. But changes took

place also in the nature of the inhabitants of his paintings

which gave them an unmistakably American character.

Whereas in Paris they were all of a brood that sprang

naked from the soil, the beaches, the heavens or the sea

itself, they now had the appearance of being composed of

other substances created by man and the biomorphic

shapes were often draped in translucent materials which

by their folds and their color resemble a modern plastic

epidermis, which indeed demonstrates Tanguy's sensi-

tivity to new materials. My Life, White and Black, 1944,

is a superb painting but the substances appear to have

been manufactured rather than spewed up on the beach.

They had exchanged their primeval nature for the night-

mare of efficient twentieth-century living. Tanguy was

now engaged in a critique of our time. Locronan had be-

come Jones Beach. This transformation is also apparent

in Towers of the Sea, 1944, and it is even more evident

in later works such as There, Motion Has Not Yet

Ceased, 1945, and From One Night to Another, 1947,

although in these pictures the inhabitants are again

naked.

The change that happened can best be illustrated by a

comparison between two paintings with the same title,

Fear, 1926, and Fear, 1949. The fascinating early canvas

was painted during the formative years when memories

of his voyages in the merchant marine to Africa and

South America were still vivid. The implacable drought

and the inclemency of deserts and jungles had made their

impression. A lonely white horse wanders through infer-

tile scrub and a black arrow points dramatically at some

lurking hidden enemy. But in 1949 fear arises from

menaces of a different order. A dark landscape reaching

out to a blood-stained horizon is flanked by towers com-

posed of clusters of sharp metallic barbs; slings, arrows

and small devices interlocked with some sinister purpose

in view, while in the center stands a solitary monolith

draped in a white sheet and a black triangular shape

appears to steal up towards it. The shrouded standing

stone is undoubtedly menaced by an armament com-

posed from the overwhelming riches of drugstore elec-

tronics in which the breath of war is not absent. Many
other pictures of the late years contain the theme of

rapier-sharp forms that pierce the sky, From Pale

Hands to Weary Skies, 1950, and in other works such as

The Hunted Sky, 195 1, which is almost monochrome,

there are agglomerations of small objects which build

up into two powerful heads.

There is a sense of monumental sculpture in many of the

pictures and often a figure of overwhelming size occupies

a central position. This had not happened in early work.

In the late paintings, in keeping with the disquiet that

fading health brought about, the skies are often full of

menace: Hckla. 1952. A sense of anxiety makes itself felt

in great paintings such as The Mirage of Time, 1954.

From Green to JVhite, 1954. Multiplication of the Arcs,

1954. and finally in his last work Imaginary Numbers,

1954. There are in these pictures significant repetitions of

forms martialled into ant-like obedience which wakens a

strange echo from the besotted revellers of Bosch's

Garden of Earthly Delights and the symbol of the broken

column, a traditional sign of castration and death, dom-

inates particularly in the last work which is masterly in

its design and strangely moving in content. It is a mag-

nificent example of Tanguy's power to change the



identity of a given form by repetition and even more by

an astute juxtaposition of forms that attract or repel each

other.

The game he plays with reality in the illusions he creates

endangers him and us in a similar way to that which

happened to a hermit chosen for particular attention

both by Bosch and Flaubert, Saint Anthony. His tempta-

tion led him, in Flaubert's view, fundamentally to doubt

all accepted beliefs in reality. In a climate of potentially

ceaseless metamorphoses, illusion gains preeminence

leading inevitably to the frontiers of the imagination and

becomes a pitfall or our salvation. It is here that a vision-

ary such as Yves Tanguy can be our guide. He can inspire

in us a snatch of exuberance with Rimbaud

:

Elle est retrouvee

—Quoi?—VEternite.

C'est la mer melee

Au soleil.

or when in his last painting Imaginary Numbers, 1954,

where the seduction of his earlier coloring has nearly

given way to monochrome and a threatening sky darkens

into the blackness of night, he can enlighten the tragic

reality of death and things that are not.

In his youth Tanguy had shared with his Surrealist

friends an enthusiasm for Les Chants dc Maldoror but he

was unable to subscribe to Lautreamont's exterminatory

Malediction. His language is transcendental, learned

from his intimacy with the seductive caresses and the

pitiless excesses of nature to which we are individually

subjected in varying degrees within the cell in which we
serve our life sentence.

The language of Tanguy is a password that breaks

through into the light of day.

ROLAND PENROSE
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